A generalized model for the stability of polymer colloids.
A generalized model has been proposed to describe the stability of polymer colloids stabilized with ionic surfactants by accounting simultaneously for the interactions among three important physicochemical processes: colloidal interactions, surfactant adsorption equilibrium, and association equilibria of surface charge groups with counterions at the particle-liquid interface. A few Fuchs stability ratio values, determined experimentally for various salt types and concentrations through measurements of the doublet formation kinetics, are used to estimate the model parameters, such as the surfactant adsorption and counterion association parameters. With the estimated model parameters, the generalized model allows one to monitor the dynamics of surfactant partitioning between the particle surface and the disperse medium, to analyze the variation of surface charge density and potential as a function of the electrolyte type and concentration, and to predict the critical coagulant concentration for fast coagulation. Three fluorinated polymer colloids, stabilized by perfluoropolyether-based carboxylate surfactant, have been used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed colloidal stability model.